A New Year, means a fresh start and perspective. Perhaps Qualifications Based Selection (QBS) is just the procurement process your community could benefit from.

Did you know that using QBS makes the difference between a general scope of serves vs. a detailed scope of services for your project?

Did you know an engineering performance determines the entire course of the project and has significant impact on the outcome of the project?

These are some serious considerations for your community's project. Utilize the engineering experts ascertained through QBS. It's one New Year's resolution you won't regret!

What is QBS?

QBS is a proven step-by-step process that facilitates selecting the right professional design firm based on overall merit of their
qualifications and design approaches. This creates a fair competition, and encourages creativity, innovation, and deeper thinking about the entire life-cycle of the project.

Click here for a video summary

Purdue Road School Conference

ACEC Indiana will have over 100 members represented at Road School in March 2019 at Purdue. Ask anyone wearing a QBS button why they promote this procurement method!

Useful Links

ACEC Indiana QBS Committee
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